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Abstract:—Traffic accidents are particularly 

serious at a rainy day, night without street lamp, 

overcast, rainy night, foggy day and many other 

low visibility conditions. Present vision driver 

assistance systems are designed to perform under 

good-natured weather conditions. Classification 

is a methodology to identify the type of optical 

characteristics for vision enhancement algorithms 

to make them more efficient. To improve machine 

vision in bad weather situations, a multi-class 

weather classification method is presented based 

on multiple weather features and supervised 

learning. Firstly, underlying visual features are 

extracted from multi-traffic scene images, and 

then the feature was expressed as an eight-

dimension feature matrix. Secondly, five 

supervised learning algorithms are used to train 

classifiers. The analysis shows that extracted 

features can accurately describe the image 

semantics and the classifiers have high 

recognition accuracy rate and adaptive ability. 

The proposed method provides the basis for 

further enhancing the detection of anterior vehicle 

detection during nighttime illumination changes, 

as well as enhancing the driver's field of vision in 

a foggy day. 

 

Key words - underlying visual features, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Highway traffic accidents bring huge losses to 

people's lives and property. The advanced driver 

assistance systems (ADAS) play a significant role in 

reducing traffic accidents. Multi-traffic scene 

perception of complex weather condition is a piece of 

valuable information for assistance systems. Based 

on different weather category, specialized approaches 

can be used to improve visibility. This will contribute 

to expand the application of ADAS. Little work has 

been done on weather related issues for in-vehicle 

camera systems so far. Payne et al. propose 

classifying indoor and outdoor images by edge 

intensity [1]. Lu et al. propose a sunny and cloudy 

weather classification method for single outdoor 

image [2]. Lee and Kim propose intensity curves 

arranged to classify four fog levels by a neural 

network [3]. Zheng et al. present a novel framework 

for recognizing different weather conditions [4]. 

Milford et al. present vision-based simultaneous  
 of environments while driving is an important task in 

driver assistance systems[6]. Liu et al. propose a 

vision-based skyline detection algorithm under image 

brightness variations [7]. Fu et al. propose automatic 

traffic data collection under varying lighting 

conditions [8]. Fritsch et al. use classifiers for 

detecting road area under multi-traffic scene [9]. 

Wang et al. propose a multi-vehicle detection and 

tracking system and it is evaluated by roadway video 

captured in a variety of illumination and weather 

conditions [10]. Satzoda et al. propose a vehicle 

detection method on seven different datasets that 

captured varying road, traffic, and weather conditions 

[11]. 

 

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A. Impact of complex weather on driver 

Low visibility conditions will bring the driver a 

sense of tension. Due to variations of human 

physiological and psychological, driver's reaction 

time is different with the different driver's ages and 

individuals. The statistics show that driver's reaction 

time in complex low visibility weather conditions is 

significantly longer than on a clear day. In general, 

the driver's reaction time is about 0.2s ~ 1s. If the 

driver needs to make a choice in complex cases, 

driver's reaction time is 1s ~ 3s. If the driver needs to 

make complex judgment, the average reaction time is 

3s~ 5s. 

The overall stopping distance can be defined as  

d = d
R db. It includes the distance dR = t

R v
0 that 

means the driver's reaction time and the stopping 

distance db = v
2 

0 / 2a. Hereby V0 describes the initial 

velocity, tR donate the reaction time and a represent 

deceleration rate.  
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As shown in Fig. 1, when the initial braking speed 

is100km/h, if the driver's reaction time is 1.5s, 3s, 5s 

respectively, the braking distance is 93.11m, 

134.77m, 190.33m respectively [12]. This means that 

if driver's response delay one second, it may lead to 

serious traffic accidents. The data is obtained on the 

dry road, the friction coefficient is 1.0, deceleration 

rate is . The mean deceleration originate from an 

example of the Bavarian police, taken from their 

website 

http://www.polizei.bayern.de/verkehr/studien/index.h

tml/3149 4 on 28th October 2011. 2 7.5/ ms  

 

B. Enhancing the driver's field of vision in foggy 

day and night 

Weather understanding plays a vital role in many 

real-world applications such as environment 

perception in self-driving cars. Automatic 

understanding weather conditions can enhance traffic 

safety. For instance, Xu et al. summary image 

defogging algorithms and related studies on image 

restoration and enhancement [13]. Gallen et al. 

propose a nighttime visibility estimation method in 

the presence of dense fog [14]. Gangodkar et al. 

propose a vehicles detection method under complex  

 
Fig. 1Different braking distance caused by 

different reaction time at different brake initial 

velocity 

outdoor conditions[15]. Chen et al. propose night 

image enhancement method in order to improve 

nighttime driving and reduce rear-end accident [12]. 

Kuang et al. present an effective nighttime vehicle 

detection system based on image enhancement [16]. 

Yoo et al. present an image enhancement algorithm 

for low-light scenes in an environment with 

insufficient illumination [17]. Jung propose a image 

fusion technique to improve imaging quality in low 

light shooting [18]. Zhou et al. present global and 

local contrast measurements method for single-image 

defogging [19]. Liu et al. present single image 

dehazing by using of dark channel model [20]. 

Pouliand and Reinhard present a novel histogram 

reshaping technique to make color image more 

intuitive [21]. Arbelot et al. present a framework that 

uses the textural content of the images to guide the 

color transfer and colorization [22]. In order to 

improve visibility, Xiang et al. propose an improved 

EM method to transfer selective colors from a set of 

source images to a target image [23]. 

 

C. Flow Framework 

In this work, firstly, owing to classify multi-traffic 

scene road images, underlying visual features (color 

features, texture features, edge features) are extracted 

from multi-traffic scene images, and then the features 

expressed as eight - dimensions feature matrix. The 

traffic scene classification problem is becoming the 

supervised learning problems. Secondly, BP neural 

network, support vector machine, probabilistic neural 

network, S_Kohonen network and extreme learning 

machine algorithms are used to train classifiers. In 

order to achieve weather images automatic 

classification, the main steps are shown in Fig.2. 

 

This paper is organized as follows. An experimental 

image set is constructed and global underlying visual 

features are extracted in Section III. Five supervised 

learning classification algorithms are introduced in 

Section IV. Comparison and analysis of the five 

supervised learning classification methods are 

illustrated in Section V. Finally, we conclude the 

paper in Section VI. 

 

3. CONSTRUCT AN EXPERIMENTAL IMAGE 

SET AND EXTRACT UNDERLYING VISUAL 

FEATURE 

Image feature extraction is the premise step of 

supervised learning. It is divided into global feature 

extraction and local feature extraction. In the work, 

we are interested in the entire image, the global 

feature descriptions are suitable and conducive to 

understand complex image. Therefore, multi-traffic 

scene perception more concerned about global 

features, such as color distribution, texture features. 
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Fig.2 Multi-traffic scene classification algorithm 

flow framework diagram 

Image feature extraction is the most important 

process in pattern recognition and it is the most 

efficient way to simplify high-dimensional image 

data. Because it is hard to obtain some information 

from the M × N × 3 dimensional image matrix. 

Therefore, owing to perceive multi-traffic scene, the 

key information must be extracted from the image. 

 

A. Create an experimental image set 

In the work, there are 1200 images are collected by 

use of driving recorder and the image set D is 

established for training and test. There are 10 

categories traffic scene images are classified in the 

work, 120 images are chosen from each category at 

random. The camera system provides images with a 

resolution of 856 * 480 pixels. The images are 

obtained respectively under rainy day, night without 

street lamp, night with street lamp, overcast, sunlight, 

rainy night , foggy day and other low visibility road 

environment images, the classification labels is 1-10, 

sub-sample set is shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3 Sub-sample of 10 categories traffic road 

scene (from left to right, from top to bottom, the 

labels are 1-10) 

B. Underlying visual features extraction  

In order to train classifier, underlying visual features 

are extracted that can describe color distribution and 

structure of image. Such as, color features, texture 

features, and edge features. Han et al. propose a road 

detection method by extracting image features. Zhou 

et al. propose a automatic detection of road regions 

by extract distinct road feature. Bakhtiari et al. 

propose a semi-automatic road extraction from digital 

images method. Chowdhury et al propose a novel 

texture feature based multiple classifier technique 

and applies it to roadside vegetation classification. 

 
Where, i = 1, 2, 3…….1200, m = 1, 2, 3……8 

 

The underlying visual features are described as 

follows: 

1) Average Gray 

The average gray can reflect the average brightness 

of image. According to the distribution of visual 

effect, average gray value between 100 and 200 

belongs to optimal visual. The formula of average 

gray can be expressed as follows： AG 

 

 

where,   , K  represents gray value of the 

input image, K € (0…..255), Nk indicates the number 

of pixels with a gray value K, W represents image 

width, h represents image height, Pk represents 

frequencies histogram of relative gray value. 

 

2) Standard Deviation 

The image standard deviation denotes the discrete 

situation of each pixel’s gray value relative to the 

average gray-value of the images. In general, the 

larger the variance, the more abundant the gray layer 

of the image, and the better the definition. According 

to the distribution of visual effect, the standard 

deviation value between 35 and 80 is the optimal 

visual. The formula to determine the standard 

deviation of the image can be expressed as follows： 

 
3) Variance 

The variance is the square of the standard deviation 

and it represents the degree of discrete of the image 

pixels. If the standard deviation results are not 

obvious, variance can enlarge the distinction between 

features. The formula to determine the variance of the 

image can be expressed as follows： 

 
4) Average Gradient 

The average gradient is an important technical 

characteristics indicator of the image structure. The 

average gradient of the images can reflect the details 

and image definition. In general, the larger images 

average gradient, the more abundant the images 

marginal information in the images, and the clearer 

the image will be. The average gradient formula for 

gray images is as follows: 

 

 
5) Entropy 

The entropy describes the gray value distribution. It 

is independent of the position of the pixels. It means 

that the position of pixels has no influence on the 

entropy within an image. Information entropy of a 

clear image is greater than the information entropy of 

an unclear image. Furthermore, the color information 

entropy can distinguish the different multi-traffic 

scene images. The calculating formula of the image 

information entropy is as follows: 

 
6) Contrast 

Contrast describes the variation of image values in 

image space. In general, the better the image 

resolution, the larger the image contrast will be. The 
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contrast of clear images is usually larger than the 

contrast of unclear images. The contrast of the 

narrow sense is the main factor to decide different 

texture structure that can be used for image 

classification and segmentation problems. The 

contrast features are significant as a global textures 

description to distinguish multi-traffic scene image. 

Contrast varies widely depending on the lighting 

conditions of the different scenes. So, contrast can be 

used as the typical feature to distinguish multi-traffic 

scene image. Its formula is as follows: 

 

 
7) Spatial Frequency 

Spatial frequency is a texture feature that reflects the 

overall activity of an image spatial domain and it 

describes the variation of image values in image 

space. Its formula is as follows: 

 
8) Edge Intensity 

Edge intensity characterizes the edge of the image. It 

can be known that the image edge intensity can be 

used as the typical feature to distinguish multi-traffic 

scene image. The aim of extracting edge intensity is 

to identify points that the image brightness changes 

sharply or discontinuity in a digital image. Edge 

feature extraction is a fundamental work of image 

processing and feature detection in computer vision 

field. The formula is as follows: 

 

 
4. INTRODUCTION OF SUPERVISED 

LEARNING CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS 

In Section III, each image will be transformed into a 

learning bag by extracting eight features. After 

extracted global features, machine learning 

classification approaches come into operation. In 

recent ten years, a variety of pattern recognition 

methods have been proposed and proved is useful. 

Maji et al. propose additive kernel svms for 

classification. A histogram intersection kernel and 

support vector machine classifiers are presented for 

image classification. A deep neural networks image 

detection was presented. A review paper about fault 

and error tolerance in neural network was presented. 

Another new related method was presented. A BP-

NN and improved-adaboost algorithm was presented. 

In this section, five supervised learning algorithms 

will be introduced to solve the multi-traffic scene 

classify problem.  

A. Back Propagation Neural Network classifier 

BP network was presented by Rumelhart and 

McCelland. It is a multi-layer feed forward network 

that was trained by error back propagation algorithm. 

Currently, it is one of the most widely used neural 

network model. Its learning rule is constantly 

adjusting the whole network weight and threshold 

through the reverse propagation in order to get the 

minimum network error square sum. In our work, let 

m, M and n respectively stand for the number of the 

input layer nodes, hide layer nodes and output layer 

nodes. The process of multi-traffic scene perception 

using BPNN is shown as follows. 
The main steps of achieving images automatic classification  
(1) Feature extraction  Extracting the underlying visual 

features from image set D and 

construct feature set C.  
(2) Construct training set and test 

set  

Feature set C are divided into two 

parts in the proportion of 50% to 

construct training set T and test set 
V.  

(3) Training process  Inport hidden layer nodes, training 

feature set T and other parameters 
to the network.The Output is a 

classifier F.  

(4)Test process  Test set V is used to test classifier F 
and final we obtain the accuracy, 

calculating time and other 

evaluation index.  

In our case, the classes correspond to weather 

situations which we divide into {clear weather, light 

rain, heavy rain, night without street lamp, overcast, 

rainy night, foggy day}. Thus, the problem of 

classification can be thought of as finding some 

function f that maps from descriptor space C into the 

classes F .  

In this section, BP network is used to train a 

classifier. The sigmoidal function is chosen by test 

common kernels function. The number of iterations is 

10000, the learning rate is 0.1 and the target value is 

0.00004. The specific method include: Firstly, a total 

of 60 images are randomly selected from each 

category road environment image. Secondly, in order 

to construct the training feature set T, eight global 

underlying visual features are extracted from 600 

images. Thirdly, in order to construct the test feature 

set V, eight underlying visual features were extracted 

from the remaining 600 images. Test result is shown 

in Fig.4. The X axis represents the 600 test images, 

and the Y axis represents the 10 categories traffic 

scene. BP network recognition accuracy rate can 

reach 87.5% when the number of hidden neurons at 

240.  

The recognition rate represents the label of the actual 

test image coincides with the label of predicted test 
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image, it means the classification is correct. The 

accuracy rate is calculated as follows. 

 
which, the testlabeli represents  actual category label 

of the test image and simlabeli represents the 

predicted category label of test image after test 

process.  

 
Fig.4 The result of the actual classification and 

predicted classification by BPNN（accuracy 

=87.5%, elapsed time =1.398 seconds） 

B. Support vector machine classifier 

The support vector machine was first proposed by 

Cottes and Vapnik. The most classic DD-SVM [38] 

and MILES algorithm [39] are proposed by Chen for 

image classification. Based on statistical learning 

theory (SLT), SVM can automatically find the 

support vector. The support vector can distinguish 

different image category and it can maximize the 

interval between class and class. As svm is simple, 

fast, powerful and robust, we decided to use SVM as 

our learning and classification method.  

There are many toolboxes for implementing 

SVM, such as LSSVM, SVMlight, Weka, SVMlin, 

SVM_SteveGunn LIBSVM-FarutoUltimate, , LS-

SVMlab Toolbox, OSV SVM Classifier Matlab 

Toolbox. LIBSVM package developed by Professor 

Lin Chih-Jen of Taiwan University in 2001. Because 

LIBSVM package is a simple, fast and effective 

SVM toolbox, LIBSVM was used for classifying 

image in this section. Radical basis function is chosen 

as kernel function. We set the scale factor g = 1 and 

the penalty factor c = 2. The specific method is as 

same as the BP network in Section IV-A. Test result 

is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5 The result of the actual classification and 

predicted classification by SVM（accuracy = 

89.833% (539/600) , elapsed time =0.334 seconds

） 

 

C. Probabilistic Neural Network Classifier 

Probabilistic neural network (PNN) was first 

proposed by Dr. D. F. Specht. In principle, although 

BP network as same as PNN are calculated by 

neurons, the models are different. A newff function is 

used to create the BP network and a newpnn function 

is used to create a probabilistic neural network. There 

are some advantages for image classification by using 

PNN. Firstly, PNN is training fast. The training time 

is only slightly larger than the time of read the data. 

Secondly, no matter how complex the classification 

problem is, as long as there is enough training data, 

PNN can get the optimal solution under the bayesian 

criterion. Thirdly, PNN allow to increase or decrease 

training data and it is no need to re-train.  

Therefore, PNN is used for classifying image in this 

section. Radical basis function is chosen as kernel 

function and we set the distribution density spread is 

1.5. The specific method is as same with the BP 

network that described in section IV-A. Test result is 

shown in Fig.6. 

 
Fig.6 The result of the actual classification and 

predicted classification by PNN （accuracy 

=91.8%, elapsed time is 3.636 seconds） 

 

D. S_Kohonen network classifier 

SKohonen neural network is a feed forward neural 

network. Let m, M and n respectively stand for the 

number of input layer nodes, competitive layer nodes 

and output layer nodes. When SKohonen network is 
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used for supervised learning, radical basis function is 

used as kernel function. We set the input node 

number m= 8, competitive layer node M= 8 and 

output layer node n=10. The maximum learning rate 

0.01, the learning radius is 1.5 and the number of 

iterations is 10000. The specific method is as same as 

the BPNN that described in section IV-A. Test result 

is shown in Fig.7. 

 
Fig.7 The result of the actual classification and 

predicted classification by SKohonen（accuracy = 

86.8% (521/600) , elapsed time is 2.137 seconds） 

 

E. Extreme Learning Machine classifier 

We propose ELM is used for classifying image. The 

sigmoidal function is used as the kernel function. The 

number of hidden neurons is 200. The specific 

method is as same as the BPNN that described in 

Section IV-A. The test result is shown in Fig. 9. 

 
Fig. 9 The result of the actual classification and 

predicted classification by ELM（elapsed time is 

0.431 seconds. accuracy = 100%(600/600)） 

The number of hidden layer neurons M is the only 

parameter of ELM. In order to verify the effect of the 

hidden layer neurons M on the accuracy, there are 

600 images are used for training classifier, and the 

rest 600 images are used for testing. The relationship 

between the number of hidden nodes and the 

accuracy is shown in Fig. 10. Accuracy of the ELM 

algorithm is increased with the increase of the hidden 

layer neurons M. The prediction accuracy can reach 

100% when M is 200. When M more than 200, 

accuracy is not increased with the number of hidden 

neurons. In short, when the number of hidden layer of 

neurons at 200, the classification result is the best. 

 
Fig. 10 The influence of the number of hidden layer neurons on 

ELM performance 

The conclusions are as follows:- 

(1) Accuracy is the most important evaluation index 

for classification algorithms performance. In the 

prediction accuracy rate of SVM classifier and BP 

neural network is similar (87.5%, 89.83%). However, 

compared to BPNN classifier, SVM are relatively 

stable and faster.  

(2) The predicted accuracy of ELM is slightly higher 

than other classifier that indicates ELM has better 

performance in classification.  

(3) The running time of ELM and SVM is 

respectively 0.431s and 0.334s, which indicate the 

running speed of ELM and SVM are almost the 

same, and the time is much higher than PNN, 

SKohonen and BP neural network classifier. 

In addition to the correct rate, error rate also can be 

used to measure the performance of the algorithm in 

the traffic scene perception. According to the result 

of classification error number of 10 categories traffic 

scenes is shown in Fig.11.  We can conclude that in 

terms of image algorithms, PNN and ELM are better 

than other classifiers in accuracy. In terms of 

classification correct number, there are three 

categories traffic scenes are below 50. It indicates the 

classification effect of Skohonen and BP is poor. 

 

Fig.11 The error number of test samples 

The classification correct number of category 6 and 

category 10 are below 50. This indicate that the 

extracted features cannot be described the images 

very well. In Fig. 3, the category 6 and 10 

respectively represent overcast and foggy image. The 

images are blurred and texture features are not 

obvious. So the image enhancement algorithm can be 

considered to improve the visibility.  
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The category 7 represents sunlight image, its 

classification correct number are above 58 by five 

classifiers, it indicates that the 8 global underlying 

visual features can fully describe the images. In 

summary, ELM classifier has a stable recognition 

accuracy and performance. 

 

5. COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF FIVE 

SUPERVISED LEARNING METHODS 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the 

classification result, BPNN, SVM, PNN, SKohonen 

and ELM are compared by time and accuracy. 

Consider the comparison fairness, the experimental 

image database D, training feature set T and test 

features set V are the same in the five supervised 

learning frameworks. The feature extraction process 

is described in III-A and III-B. The experimental 

platform includes Intel Core i5 Processor, 8 GB 

RAM, Windows7 operating system, matlab 2010a 

test environment. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Weather recognition based on road images is a brand-

new and challenging subject, which is widely 

required in many fields. Hence, research of weather 

recognition based on images is in urgent demand, 

which can be used to recognize the weather 

conditions for many vision systems. Classification is 

a methodology to identify the type of optical 

characteristics for vision enhancement algorithms to 

make them more efficient.  

In this paper, eight global underlying visual features 

are extracted and five supervised learning algorithms 

are used to perceive multi-traffic road scene. Firstly, 

our method extracts colour features, texture features 

and boundary feature which are used to evaluate the 

image quality. Thus, the extracted features are more 

comprehensive. Secondly, the ten categories traffic 

scene image are marked as labels 1-10. Owing to the 

category label represents the whole image, there is no 

need to mark the specific area or key point of image. 

Thirdly, by using of five supervised learning that 

mentioned in Section IV, we can greatly simplify the 

manual annotation process of feature sample and 

improve the classifier efficiency. At last, experiments 

and comparisons are performed on large datasets to 

verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in 

Section 5. It proved that the proposed eight features 

not only can accurately describe image 

characteristics, but also have strong robustness and 

stability at the complex weather environment and the 

ELM algorithm is superior to other algorithms.  

In the future, the proposed algorithms will need to be 

further verified by the larger image set. Integrated 

learning is a new paradigm in machine learning field. 

It is worth to be studied improve the generalization of 

a machine learning system. And visual image 

enhancement algorithms in fog and night time 

applied to general image are worth to be further 

studied. 
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